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This photo by Andy Goldsmith of KC130 166765 at Mildenhall on September 14th 

has been selected for this month's Chat because, and I quote almost directly from 

Michael Jones' email to me yesterday:- 

I could put in one of the C130's Andy got at the Hall a few weeks back which had a 

mid air collision with an F35 about a week ago. The F35 is now a scorch mark on 

the ground and the C130 lost 2 engines but was expertly belly landed in a carrot 

field and everyone involved walked away unharmed. Here's a link to the story 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8787283/Pilot-crew-F-35-fighter-jet-parachute-safety-colliding-

C130-Hercules-aircraft.html 

The ATC transmission link in the Daily Mail article is well worth hearing - the C130 

co-pilot and ATC operator are so cool and confident in the situation. Thanks to  

Michael for this suggestion for an October photo. 



Welcome to the October 2020 “Chat”

October’s “Tens”

Stinson 10A

DC-10-30

Yakovlev 10



A10 Thunderbolt – picture correct way up!

Thunder & Colt AX-10



LAST MEETING 

Our 6th Virtual Meeting took place on Tuesday 6th October and I am hoping that views 
on FB and our website were nearer the totals that were seen a few months ago as 
September’s figures were disappointing especially as it featured Part 2 of the Douglas 
story.

However, onto this month’s meeting, the main presentation was Michael Hibbins’ “A 
Weekend in Provence” which was a terrific visual journey through almost the full 
spectrum of aviation with light GA, Biz, airliners, museum pieces, military, choppers – 
and probably more! The original plan was for Michael to take the stage at St John’s 
Church Hall so the fact that he was able to change things for a VM and also plan his 
wedding at the same time is remarkable. So no complaints as to Michael’s energy, 
drive and staying power it seems!

Our follow up feature was Andy’s recent trip to Kemble and it was quite sad to see the 
BA Jumbos being stripped down for their eventual use as cat food tins. Personally I 
was astonished at just how many airliners there are on that airfield. In addition the short
video by Andy, Michael J and Nick C of an easyJet captain’s last ever landing at STN, 
or anywhere else, made its public  premiere. Very moving and a brilliant advert for our 
branch, plus a generous donation in the branch name to the EHAA by the highly 
grateful partner of the captain.



Branch Matters

Unfortunately not a great deal to report although I would like to let everyone know just
how much I appreciate Andy Goldsmith and Michael Jones for all their incredible effort,
yet again, last month in preparing the last Virtual Meeting as reported above. It takes
literally multiple hours, indeed days, to put together the 1 hour or so of visuals – and
narrative – for each meeting and as the complexity of the VMs increases each month so
more effort is required in the preparation.  With so little feedback from members it is
impossible to judge how successful those efforts have been. 

Looking ahead it seems almost certain that the branch will not be holding meetings in
St. John’s Church Hall, or anywhere else for that matter, until well into 2021 so Michael
is already reviewing different ways we can hold the Photo Competition. Likewise, he
and Andy have started some preliminary discussion (online of course!) with Phil on  
ways in which the Annual Quiz can be run successfully on Facebook and/or the 
website.

Richard is also starting to look at contingency methods of organising and running the 
AGM should this have to be on-line too. I would rather the branch try to keep to the 
usual timetable of holding the AGM in March so that it can be done and dusted before 
we can re-commence our “proper” meetings at the earliest practical – and safe - 
opportunity and not use one such evening for a postponed AGM. 

Stansted Scene

Passenger Numbers in August were down 68.5% on August last year but freight 
tonnage was up 24.3%

Jet2 are reportedly planning to base 13 or so aircraft at STN for the summer 2021 
season – but that is a long way ahead in these continuing volatile Covid related times

HiSky Moldova have further delayed their planned 3pw schedule from Kiev/Chisinau
until 2nd October. Will it actually materialise this year?

On the 15th the airport was closed in the afternoon for a while due to drone activity.
Apache's ZJ218 and ZJ220 were sent to investigate. The drone was sighted by them at
1000ft near the perimeter fence and climbed to 3000ft 2miles NNE of the airport.



ZJ218 (but not at Stansted)

All of the STN photos this month are by Michael Jones
There is, of course, a much wider selection displayed in our last Virtual Meeting

which is available to view on our branch website

Cessna 560XLS+ D-CANG on 22nd September

Tui Belgium Boeing 787-9 OO-JDL on 20 September
A charter flight to Sochi probably in connection with the Formula 1 Russian GP the next

weekend



Also from Michael this “Flyer” about the Essex & Herts Air Ambulance Week early in
September 

I confess not having seen any publicity for this event

A superb dusktime shot of An124 UR-82009 departing on the 28th  September
 to Auckland via Dubai with Britain’s 2021 America’s Cup challenger “Britannia II” 



With not too many September photos to choose from I have raided Andy’s portfolio 
and come up with these 3 beauties from 22 years ago

SU-ZCC  A.310-222 of Heliopolis

Appropriately registered Boeing 727-281F OY-TNT

A “proper biz jet”, 1971 vintage Boeing 727-1H2RE VP-BKC



Covid related news

4th September – Virgin Atlantic announces it will shed another 1,150 jobs on top of the
3,500 announced a month or so back, despite its £1.2bn rescue plan being agreed.

 10th September – IAG announce it is cutting more flights over the next three months as
it  adjusts  to the continuing collapse in demand for  air  travel.   IAG said quarantine
restrictions  meant  capacity  this  autumn  would  be  60%  below  2019  levels  and
commented that  it  had seen a "delayed recovery",  and did  not  expect  business to
return to 2019 levels until 2023.

23rd September – Jet2 announce it is cancelling flights to the Canary Islands until mid-
October but increasing its flights to Turkey.

24th September – Ryanair announce a “Buy One Get One Free” scheme for tickets on
selected  routes.  The catch  is  that  some of  the  routes  are  to  countries  where it  is
necessary to self-quarantine for 14 days on return to the UK



What, Where, When

September’s Answer

One of  Rostislav Alexeyev’s Ekranoplan designs, the  KM (Korabl Maket) (Russian:
Корабль-макет,  literally  "Ship-prototype"),  known  colloquially  as  the  Caspian  Sea
Monster,  was an experimental  ground effect  vehicle (ekranoplan)  developed in  the
Soviet  Union in the 1960s by the  Central  Hydrofoil  Design Bureau. The KM began
operation in 1966, and was continuously tested by the Soviet Navy until 1980, when it
was damaged in a testing accident and sank in the Caspian Sea. 

The KM was the largest and heaviest aircraft in the world from 1966 to 1988. Testing
showed the KM to have an optimum (fuel efficient) cruising speed of 430km/h (267mph,
232knots), and a maximum operational speed of 500km/h (311mph, 270knots). The
maximum speed achieved was 650km/h (404mph, 350knots), although some sources
claim up to 740km/h (460mph, 400knots)



Memory Time – 17 years ago

The synchronised approach to LHR of the last 3 scheduled passenger Concorde flights
on 23rd October 2003. At the time I was working on the 34th Floor of the HSBC tower in
Docklands and had a grandstand view as they flew past.



Aviation Anagrams

Aircraft Type = GHETTO RIM 
Airline = GRENADIAN OVERSPILL 
Manufacturer = OPERATE ALIAS 

September Answers
Aircraft Type = DECOLLETE HACKER = Lockheed Electra
Airline = ATTIRING CALVIN = Virgin Atlantic
Manufacturer = DIEHARDS WEEKLY  = Hawker Siddeley

Lockheed 10 Electra

Lockheed 188 Electra



Virgin Atlantic 747

Hawker Siddeley Nimrod R.1

Caption Competition

A prize of a virtual Yorkie Bar to the person who can come up with the best caption for 
Andy Goldsmith’s brilliant photo taken at Andrewsfield on 5th September. Suggestions 
to me by the end of this month please.



October Quiz 

This is a simple test – from the tail colours of these Boeing 737s what are the names of
these defunct UK airline?

The pictures appear at the end of this Chat.

Next Meeting

With the ongoing Covid situation as I mentioned earlier it is most unlikely that there will
be any meetings in St John’s Church Hall until the New Year at earliest. So, as in the
last  6  months,  there  will  be  a  Virtual  Meeting  commencing  at  8pm  Tuesday  3rd

November  which  will  be  available  on  our  Facebook  page  which  allows  for  some
interaction and also on our branch website. All previous VMs are also available to view
on our website.

The Main Presentation is “U.S. Aircraft of Yesteryear”
A tribute, with full narrative, to Classic GA and airliners in the U.S. 1927 – 1939.

May I make this plea again – we would very much like the VMs content to reflect the
members tastes and interests (aviationwise that is!) so if you have some photos of your
own which you feel could be used in a future VM then please let me or Andy know. It
doesn’t matter what, when or where – if they interest you then they will interest others.



And Lastly, Onto Late Finals...............



OCTOBER 2020 QUIZ – NAME THE DEFUNCT UK AIRLINES FROM THEIR BOEING 737 TAIL COLOURS

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16

17 18      19 20



Thanks to the unknown photographers whose images I have 
included and my special thanks, as always, to Michael Jones and 
Andy Goldsmith for their contributions and assistance

Brian Richards
Air-Britain Stansted Branch Chairman


